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Abstract The importance of Linked Data lies on the fact that its practices and principles have been 

adopted by an increasing number of data providers, resulting in the creation of a data space on the Web 

containing billions of RDF Triples and accessible worldwide throughout the Internet. RDF datasets can 

be queried by tools and applications for searching and gathering information. However and due to the 

huge amount and types of dataset, the selection and reuse of data resources is not easy task. Therefore, a 

metasearch system for open Linked Data projects called LINDASearch (LINDASearch stands for Linked 

Data Search) is introduced. LINDASearch provides a middleware architecture in order to provide infor-



 

mation about the most known Open Linked Data Projects such as DBpedia, The GeoNames geographical 

database, LinkedGeoData, FOAF profiles, Global Health Observatory, Linked Movie DataBase 

(LinkedMDB) and World Bank Linked Data. This paper describes the LINDASearch’s architecture as 

well as its functionality through one case study divided in two scenarios in order to show the architec-

ture’s functionality and present the results obtained from each scenario. 
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1. Introduction 

The transformation of traditional Web into the Web of Data consists in shifting the paradigm form a web 

of documents to a web of data [1]. The Semantic Web is not a kind of separate Web but an extension in 

which information is adequately defines and published, enabling computers and people to collaborate 

sharing and exchanging data [2], [3].  

As a part of the Semantic Web, the adoption of the Linked Data principles [4], has led to the creation 

of a global data space, connecting data from diverse domains such as personal information management, 

medicine, social networks, bibliography or scientific data. The web of data enables the development of 

new types of applications and opens new possibilities for domain-specific applications that requires a 

complete view of the knowledge graph created by the linked resources [5]. 

However, one of the well-known issues in the consumption of Linked Data is that each dataset has 

specific characteristics (classes, properties and relationships). This situation implies a challenge [6] when 

intra and Cross-domain queries must be performed to exploit the underlying knowledge graph. Other 

challenges have been also identified as barriers to enable a proper reuse of data [7]:  

1) Data modelling: data sources use different RDF vocabularies;  

2) Identification: same resources are published under different URIs within different data sources;  

3) Data inconsistency: data from different data sources may contain conflicting values; and  

4) Cataloguing: data providers use different techniques to catalogue their data into categories.  

Furthermore, it is necessary to consider aspects regarding the usability and semantics of the datasets [8]:  

a) Expressivity: it is the ability to query datasets by referencing elements in the data model struc-

ture and operate over the data;  

b) Usability: it allows for an easy-to-operate, intuitive, and task-efficient query interface;  

c) Vocabulary-level semantic matching: it is the ability to semantically match user query terms to 

dataset vocabulary-level terms;  



 

d) Entity reconciliation: it matches entities expressed in the query to semantically equivalent da-

taset entities; and  

e) Semantic tractability mechanisms to improve on the ability to answer queries not supported by 

explicit dataset statements. 

To tackle these challenges, the present paper introduces a Web-based system called LINDASearch that 

eases users the consumption of Linked Data improving the search capabilities of a data management plat-

form. LINDASearch is designed as a middleware architecture to gather and store information about the 

most known Open Linked Data Projects, such as DBpedia, The GeoNames geographical database, 

LinkedGeoData, FOAF profiles, Global Health Observatory, Linked Movie DataBase (LinkedMDB), and 

World Bank Linked Data, serving as a gateway to look up data resources.  

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents recent advances in the state of the art of seman-

tic search systems, while Section 3 presents LINDASearch’s internals and functionality. On the other 

hand, Section 4 describes the unification process for multiple Linked Datasets; Section 5 describes the 

LINDASearch’s evaluation. Finally, some conclusions and future directions are outlined in Section 7. 

2. State of the Art 

This section reviews the main initiatives to browse and ease the access to linked data resources. To do so, 

works have been classified into two main groups: 1) Data unification under the Linked Data paradigm 

and 2) Navigation on Linked Data.  

The possibility of building indexing data structures for semantic search, which consists of the Key-

word, Entity and Type Indices to support the process of retrieving both keyword-based and semantic in-

formation for annotated queries, was researched by [9]. In order to find an efficient indexing data struc-

ture, authors have explored both homogeneous and heterogeneous index types that use similar as well as 

dissimilar data structures for each of the index types, respectively. In addition, they integrated the results 

of the various index types using two approaches: 1) List-based and, 2) Non-list-based approaches. Au-

thors have found that the list-based approach is more efficient compared to the non-list-based approach 

for heterogeneous indices. In [10] a solution based on 4 phases covering an important number of hetero-

geneities from RDF datasets, in order to reduce the user configuration effort to integrate this information 

type  was proposed. Each phase consists of: 1) Property filtering, or automatic data cleaning of “problem-

atic” attributes; 2) Instance profiling allowing to represent each resource by a sub-graph considered rele-

vant for the comparison task; 3) Instance vector representation allowing to compare resources, and 4) A 

postprocessing data based on hierarchical clustering and key ranking techniques to disambiguate highly 

similar, though not identical instances. The Open PHACTS consortium developed the Open PHACTS 



 

Discovery Platform that leveraged Linked Data, to provide an integrated access to pharmacology data-

bases in chemistry or biology [11]. Similarly, a tool that produces structured interoperable data from 

product features, i.e., attribute name–value pairs on the Web was presented by [12]. The tool extracts the 

product features using a Web site-specific template created by users. Data is then enriched using the 

GoodRelations vocabulary producing an RDFa or microdata view of the product. Such snippets can be 

embedded into existing static and dynamic Web pages to allow search engines like Google, Bing and Ya-

hoo to easily access and index data products [13]. In the financial context, the FLORA [14] platform  of-

fers an integrated linked data view of XBRL documents to enable extended financial data analysis. A 

web-based application for collecting and exploring the Linked Open Data cloud was presented by [15]. 

On the other hand, [16] introduced the SPARQL2XQuery Framework to create an interoperable environ-

ment, where SPARQL queries are automatically translated into XQuery queries to access XML data 

across the Web. The framework supports both manual and automatic mapping specification between on-

tologies and XML Schemas. The SWGET portal, presented by [17], is a Web-based portal that allows us-

ers to train software modules to (virtually) move across data sources, interpret knowledge, take decisions, 

and trigger actions. In this sense, the SWGET portal facilitates the data exploration in DBpedia through 

SPARQL-based queries execution. Such instructions are given via the navigational language NautiLOD 

[18], since it facilitates the definition of navigational expressions. Similarly, SWOWS (Semantic Web 

Open datatafloW System), a platform for declarative specification of applications using Linked Data, was 

presented by [19]. The main contribution of this platform is the possibility of automatically generating 

SPARQL queries. [8] focused on the research of a generic type of query mechanism for Linked Data, the 

provision of an independent vocabulary and a natural query language for Linked Data. According to the 

authors, this type of queries allows users to expressively gather the contents of distributed linked datasets 

without the need of a prior knowledge of the underlying vocabularies. PatEx, a system designed to ex-

plore RDF(S)/OWL datasets using two exploration strategies, allowing the user to interactively switch 

between them was introduced in [20]. These two approaches rely on the definition of patterns to formal-

ize users’ requirements during the exploration process. The carried out experiments on RDF(S)/OWL real 

datasets, demonstrated the effectiveness of approach proposed by authors. The Linked Open Graph 

(LOG), presented by [21], is a Web-based application for collaborative browsing and navigating several 

SPARQL endpoints. The main contributions of this approach were: 1) management of multiple SPARQL 

endpoints; 2) storing and sharing RDF graphs via the web; and 3) learning and inspection of RDF graphs. 

[22] proposed an automatic faceted navigation mechanism that allows semantic units from texts, build a 

hierarchy of semantic facets, and navigate the hierarchy. Such faceted navigation mechanism incorporates 



 

the simulation of the human reading process and it allows users to read multiple facets of one text or more 

texts without any prior input. Previously, [23] had proposed a faceted navigation approach through key-

word interaction. However, their most recent method does not need any prior input, and it transforms one 

or more texts into a hierarchy of semantic facets for navigation. It also provides a new reading model for 

users in order to read semantically related content. The new mechanism and its previous mechanism can 

be integrated to form a powerful faceted navigation mechanism. Similarly, the initiative of [24] focused 

on a dynamic categorization called faceted navigation in literature. The topic of the paper was particularly 

facet selection/ordering, using the total gain ratio, applied to a movie search engine working with an on-

tology. The study of [25] focused on implementing a dynamic faceted navigation system as a decision 

support system, which grouped results based on search context using the Semantic Web technology. Dis-

covery Hub, a novel application that processes DBpedia for an exploratory search purpose was presented 

by [26]. It implements on-the-fly semantic spreading activation and sampling over Linked Data sources to 

suggest ranked topics of interest to the user. Discovery Hub uses DBpedia to perform the semantic 

spreading activation and organize the results space (e.g. filters and facets). It also offers various explana-

tions about the results based on DBpedia and Wikipedia. [27] proposed an exploratory strategy for patent 

search that exploit metadata already available in patents. Authors proposed the exploitation of Linked Da-

ta for specifying the entities of interest and providing further information about the identified entities. 

From an information-seeking process perspective, they also presented the tight integration of different 

search tools for a) Faceted Search using existing metadata; b) Entity extraction; and c) Textual clustering. 

[28] carried out a user study with a unifocal semantic browsing interface for exploratory search through 

several datasets linked via domain ontologies. The study was qualitative and exploratory in nature and 

used music as an illustrative domain. It examined: a) Obstacles and challenges related to user exploratory 

search in LOD cloud and b) The effect of serendipitous learning and the role that Semantic Web plays in 

this type of learning. [29] presented Facete, a Web-based exploration and visualization application ena-

bling the faceted browsing of data with a spatial dimension. Facete implements a novel spatial data explo-

ration paradigm based on three key components: 1) A domain independent faceted filtering module, 

which directly operates on SPARQL and supports nested facets; 2) An algorithm that efficiently detects 

spatial information related to those resources that satisfy the facet selection; and 3) A workflow for mak-

ing the map display interact with data sources that contain large amounts of geometric information. In a 

previous work [30], [31], proposed the Query-based Faceted Search (QFS), as a way to reconcile the ex-

pressivity of formal languages and the usability of faceted searches. In [32], presented a further recon-

ciled QFS with scalability and portability by building queries over SPARQL endpoints. The expressivity 



 

and readability were improved. With Ferré’s initiative, many SPARQL features are now covered. A fac-

eted search platform that providing the following main functionalities: 1) Computation of facet graphs 

from an ontology; 2) Interface generation from facet graphs; and 3) Interface update in response to user 

actions, was developed by [33]. Authors carried out the implementation of their platform through a proof-

of-concept system called SemFacet. A customizable framework named LD Viewer was presented by 

[34]. LD Viewer can easily fit in different Linked datasets. Also, LD Viewer further improves upon the 

Triple Action Framework (TAF) from DBpedia Viewer and it allows for both easy high-level interface 

customization and adding interactivity to the presented triples. [35] presented an initiative that consisted 

in to research easy-to-use interfaces to access Linked Data. The author looked into ways of turning search 

keywords into URIs and applied the technique in a simplified end-user interface for accessing Linked Da-

ta [36]. This approach was extended into CAF-SIAL, a proof-of-concept application described by [37]. 

CAF-SIAL helped users search information about concepts in the LOD cloud without having to know any 

of the mechanics of the Semantic Web. The second phase of CAF-SIAL was closely related to the CODE 

project [38]. The goal of CODE is to establish a sophisticated ecosystem for Linked Data [39]. Under this 

perspective, the focus of Hoefler’s research was the Linked Data Query Wizard as a part of CODE’s Vis-

ual Analytics work package. 

Faceted Search is a technique to access document collections that combines text search and faceted 

navigation applied to the documents’ metadata. With the latter, users can narrow down search results by 

incrementally applying multiple filters called facets [40]. It can be stated that Faceted Search is a promi-

nent approach for end-user data access, and several RDF-based Faceted Search systems have been devel-

oped. In this context, GraFa: A faceted browsing system for heterogeneous large-scale RDF graphs based 

on a materialization strategy that performs an offline analysis of the input graph in order to identify a sub-

set of the exponential number of possible facet combinations that are candidates for indexing was pro-

posed by [41]. In experiments over Wikidata, authors demonstrated that materialization allows for dis-

playing (exact) faceted views over millions of diverse results in under a second while keeping index sizes 

relatively small. In [42] a solution to effectively address the challenges of real-time analysis of data from 

Social media using a configurable search engine based on Elasticsearch  and Kibana was demonstrated. 

Authors used a distributed database architecture, they pre-build indexing and standardizing the Elas-

ticsearch framework for large scale text mining. The obtained results from the query engine are visualized 

in almost real-time. Finally, a detailed review of previous studies on using data mining techniques in in-

door navigation systems for the Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios was presented by [43]. The aim of au-

thors initiative consists in understand what type of navigation problems exist in different IoT scenarios 



 

with a focus on indoor environments and later they will investigate how data mining solutions can pro-

vide solutions on those challenges. 

Although there are multiple related researches, these initiatives pose several limitations: a) most of 

them are based on only one specific domain and one specific dataset; b) a multi-domain semantic search 

system has not been yet reported; c) several of these works do not include the faceted navigation among 

their features and are also limited to searching through SPARQL-based queries, which are complex for 

non-experienced users; d) the analyzed works not include the discovering of additional information over 

DBpedia for complement the obtained results, and e) no related work include the functionality for rec-

ommending the search queries most frequently performed. However, the main contribution of LIN-

DASearch regarding the state of the art, consists in provides an alternative to solve the afore mentioned 

deficiencies which can be improved by: a) defining a metasearch system that implements queries for mul-

ti-domain Linked Data datasets; b) designing a system that allows users to avoid the search for infor-

mation via SPARQL endpoints and write SPARQL queries; c) implementing a metasearch system to fa-

cilitate and expedite the search of user information through the faceted navigation; d) in a holistic sense, 

help to complement the obtained results through the discovering of additional information that are related 

with de user's search; e) generate search recommendations associated to search queries that are performed 

by active users, and f) generate search recommendations syntactically similar to the stored in the history 

navigation. 

 

3. LINDASearch: A Meta Search System for Linked Open Datasets 

LINDASearch is a multi-domain semantic metasearch developed by using JavaServer Faces-PrimeFaces, 

and Jena technology. LINDASearch implements five datasets by applying the SPARQL-based queries 

needed, depending on the users search. These datasets are: DBPedia, Geo WGS84, Global Health Obser-

vatory, LinkedMDB, and World Bank Linked Data.  

By using LINDASearch, users can perform semantic search to obtain information and restrict the 

overall set of results through multiple criteria or facets. Thus, the results are more accurate since they are 

based on the semantic properties or attributes for certain Datasets. When the results of the search contain 

hyperlinks, these will be displayed to allow users to navigate through the related web pages. 

3.1 Architecture and functionality 

The architecture of LINDASearch is based on four main layers: (1) one layer that represents the interface 

between the user and the remainder of the application, (2) one layer that is in charge of receiving and 



 

sending data through the user interface, (3) one layer that interprets the queries that come from the previ-

ous layer and extracts the results obtained from the LOD cloud and (4) a set of millions RDF triples with 

information on several fields that are published and maintained by the respective provider. Each layer 

contains components that are also divided into several subcomponents and there are different levels of in-

terdependence among them during the framework operation. This architecture has a layered-design that 

allows for scalability and easy maintenance, since its tasks and responsibilities are distributed. 

3.2 Components description 

The LINDASearch architecture is presented in Fig. 1, in order to help describe in general way the struc-

tural components, the relationships among them and their behavior. Such description is the follows: 

Fig. 1. LINDASearch Architecture 

• Dataset Selector: This component provides users the option of selecting one of the Linked Open 

Datasets available in LINDASearch through which they can perform semantic searches. 

o Endpoint Selector: It obtains and sends the namespace for each dataset to the Data Se-

lector Component. 

• Faceted Query Builder: This component uses the XML-based document built by the Response 

Builder component in order to build the facets corresponding to the results obtained after the in-

formation extraction process. The facets built in this component are shown in the visual user in-

terface, which is a JSF-PrimeFaces Web Application. 

• Navigation History Builder: This component is responsible for keeping temporally the naviga-

tion history of users to expedite the searches performed by other users, including the links dis-

covered into the LOD cloud by the Links Discoverer component. 

• Recommendation Engine: This component is responsible for recommending the search queries 

that are most frequently associated to an active user’s search query in the navigation histories of 

the k most similar users to the active user; it is also responsible for recommending those search 

queries among all the search queries in the system which are related (i. e,. syntactically similar) 

to the active user’s search query. This component has three main modules: 

o Preference Learner: This module is responsible for calculating ratings for all the search 

queries in the system based on the duration of the associated search sessions and the 

weights (TF-IDF scores) of the search queries to the navigation histories in the whole 

collection of navigation histories.  



 

o Association Rule Miner: This module uses the Apriori algorithm to learn association 

rules from the search query data in the dataset of the navigation histories owned by the 

k most similar users to the active user and to recommend those search queries that are 

most frequently associated to the active user’s search query.  

o Doc2vec Builder: This module uses the doc2vec model to compute vectors that hold 

numeric representations of documents for the documents represented by the search que-

ries available in the system and to infer the corresponding vectors for those documents 

represented by unknown search queries. These document vectors are the starting point 

for the recommendation of other search queries that are related (i.e., syntactically simi-

lar) to the active user’s search query.  

• Response Builder: this component receives the responses coming from SPARQL-based queries. 

This module retrieves useful information from responses and builds a XML-based document 

with information from a Linked Open dataset. This XML-based document is presented in 

HTML-based format to display the results to the user. 

• Semantic Layer Bridge (SLB): The aim of Semantic Layer Bridge subcomponent is to interpret 

all the queries coming from Integration Layer in order to infer whether the knowledge that will 

be provided to these modules could come from the Directory layer or whether some extra infor-

mation could be provided by some of the components which have been added to this layer. This 

component has two main modules: 

o Data Source Selector: It analyzes the information and selects the appropriate data 

source. 

o Data Query Manager: depending on the source selected in the Data Source Selector 

module, Data Query Manager will throw a process to retrieve the information stored in 

the datasets, including their properties (predicates) that will enable to navigate among 

more datasets through the links discovery on the Web. However, when it is unable to 

obtain properties from the datasets, Data Query Manager can obtain them from its list 

of properties, which are organized according to their use in different categories [44]. 

Then, the Semantic (LD) Querier executes the process to obtain information stored in 

the datasets. 

• Links Discoverer (Silk Framework): Once the search is performed, this component allows the 

user to discover links of information related to the key word(s). The links discovery is possible 



 

thanks to the Silk Framework, which shows an emergent interface with a list of discovered links. 

The process of discovering links in described in detail in following section [45]. 

• Linked Open Data Extractor (LODE): The aim of LODE component is to analyze the infor-

mation stored in the Linked Open Data Cloud and if this information is necessary at some mo-

ment, then it is extracted. This component has two main modules: 

o Data Finder/Analyzer: This module is invoked when the Data Source Selector module 

of SLB component tries to know if the information that it is searching can be found in 

the Linked Open Datasets. The aim of this module is to navigate in the LOD cloud to 

search specific information. 

o Data Extractor: Once the Data Source Selector module has determined that the infor-

mation should come from Linked Data information source and the Semantic (LD) Que-

rier module has been thrown, this module extracts the appropriate information. 

4. Unification of Linked Datasets 

When Linked Open Data is consumed, the need for matching different vocabularies of the consumed (in-

ternal and external) datasets often occurs. This task is relevant to ensure smooth data integration by vo-

cabulary alignment [46]. Considering this premise, LINDASearch tries to solve the matching process of 

different vocabularies corresponding to datasets queried by the users. In order to do this task, LIN-

DASearch tries to unify different datasets by following the phases of the process that are briefly described 

below: 

A) During the first phase, while a process of parameterized search or faceted navigation is done in 

any dataset (dataset A), the Data Query Manager component obtains at the same time the prop-

erties of that dataset and sends them with the search value (keyword) to the Dataset Selector 

component. When this occurs, task. A1) is executed. Otherwise, if it does not obtain the proper-

ties from the dataset, then task A2) is executed. 

A1) It launches a crawl to retrieve the properties of that dataset and it sends them with the search 

value (keyword) to Dataset Selector component (e.g. the data interlinking between Dataset 

A and DBpedia). 

A2) If the Data Query Manager did not find any results after crawling the properties from the 

dataset, then it will obtain the required properties from its properties table (see Table 1). The 

twelve properties contained in Table 1 are organized according to their primary usage in the 

LOD cloud under the following categories: Social Web, Publications, User-Generated Con-



 

tent, Media, Life Sciences, Government, Geographic, and Cross-domain [44]. Thus, the 

owl:sameAs property will be used in first place for the links discovery (phase D). If the links 

are not discovered with this property, then the Data Query Manager tries to obtain results 

with the next property: rdfs:seeAlso, and so on. This operation is repeated until one of the 

properties allows for the discovery of links in Phase 4. If none of the properties enables to 

discover links, LINDASearch will notify the user that there are no more facets to navigate. 

B) In the second phase, the Dataset Selector component sends the URIS of the datasets where the 

links discovery will take place through the Endpoint selector. 

C) In this phase, when the URIs are obtained, the Endpoint Selector component obtains the appro-

priate SPARQL endpoint to carry out the discovery of links. In this phase, the properties (e.g 

owl:sameAs and rdfs:seeAlso), the keyword, and the SPARQL endpoint (namespaces) are sent as 

input parameters to the Links Discoverer component. 

D) In next phase, the Links Discoverer component receives the parameters and configures the Silk 

Framework [45] (XML configuration file) with these parameters to subsequently execute the 

Silk Framework on the SPARQL endpoint established in the Silk configuration. Fig. 2 exempli-

fies how the properties are obtained from dataset A and how the owl:sameAs property is selected 

to discover links on DBpedia (A1). Moreover, the same Figure shows the case where properties 

are not obtained from Dataset A, but from the properties table in order to discover links on the 

Dataset B (A2). In this case, links were not found with the owl:sameAs property on the Dataset 

B; therefore, the Links Discoverer continues the search  with the following property: 

rdfs:seeAlso to discover links on the same dataset: B (A2). In both cases, the discovered links are 

sent to the Response Builder component. 

E) In the last phase, once the links are discovered, the Response Builder component builds a XML-

based document with these links, which are then formatted and shown in HTML-based format to 

enable the navigation among datasets (e.g. DBpedia and Dataset B) following a style of facets 

through the visual interface. 

It is noteworthy that in order to expedite the navigation among datasets, the Navigation History Build-

er temporarily keeps each of the links browsed. In addition, for each link discovered and accessed, the 

Data Query Manager obtains the value of the search (keyword) and tries to retrieve the properties from 

their corresponding dataset in order to facilitate the search of more information through the discovery of 

links available on other datasets. In essence, the process of discovering links returns to phase A. 



 

This process seeks to demonstrate that LINDASearch here unifies three different linked datasets, alt-

hough it actually allows for the unification of more datasets. It is suitable to run the Silk Framework over 

the SPARQL endpoint of DBpedia since it is the core of the LODcloud [47], [48], and the owl:sameAs 

property is used since it is a property commonly used in the data interlinking of several categories [44]. 

This process seeks to demonstrate that LINDASearch here unifies three different linked datasets, alt-

hough it actually allows for the unification of more datasets. It is suitable to run the Silk Framework over 

the SPARQL endpoint of DBpedia since it is the core of the LODcloud [47], [48], and the owl:sameAs 

property is used since it is a property commonly used in the data interlinking of several categories. 

Table 1. Priority of the Properties in LINDASearch [44] 

PREDICATE CATEGORY USAGE PREDICATE CATEGORY USAGE 

owl:sameAs Social Web 32.20 % foaf:knows Social Web* 60.27 % 

Publications 53.13 % foaf:based_near Media 18.75 % 

User-Generated 81.25 % Social Web 35.69% 

Life Sciences 52.17 % Total 54.44 % 

Government 24.27 % dct:creator Life Sciences 21.74 % 

Geographic 80.00 % Cross-domain 20.00 % 

Total  323.02 % Total 41.74 % 

rdfs:seeAlso Publications 23.73 % sioc:follows Social Web* 34.34 % 

User-Generated 21.88 % dct:spatial Government* 30.10 % 

Media 18.75 % dct:language Publications* 25.42 % 

Life Sciences 48.48 % skos:exactMatch Geographic* 21.43 % 

Cross-domain 52.00 % skos:closeMatch Geographic* 21.43 % 

Total 164.84 % dct:source User-Generated* 18.75 % 

dct:publisher Life Sciences 47.57 % * = Total 

Government 47.57 % 

Total 95.14 % 

 

Finally, LINDASearch uses four of its components to try to unify multiple datasets through several of 

the most used properties in order to discover and navigate in the links of multiple datasets and, in a holis-

tic sense, provide complementary information for the performed searches while keeping the browsing his-

tory. Fig. 2 depicts the process for unification of different datasets that was described in this section. 



 

Fig. 2. Unification Datasets Process of LINDASearch 

5. Evaluation 

A broad range of evaluation methods have been proposed in software development for qualitative, quanti-

tative, and hybrid evaluation methods can evaluate software and tools, each one differently [49]. Quanti-

tative evaluation methods are based on the assumption that a software product has at least one measurable 

property expected to change as a result of using the methods/tools to be evaluated. On the other hand, fea-

ture analysis is usually hold as a qualitative evaluation method. More specifically, in feature analysis, the 

researcher identifies the user requirements for a particular task or activity and maps such requirements to 

the features that a method/tool aimed at supporting that task or activity should possess. Finally, hybrid 

evaluation methods may provide more comprehensive assessments, since they combine both qualitative 

and quantitative elements. Considering Kitchenham, Linkman, & Law’s classification of software evalua-

tion methods, we conducted a hybrid analysis of LINDASearch to identify its main features and quantita-

tively measure the results obtained by its Links Discoverer module to obtain additional data from DBpe-

dia. 

5.1 Qualitative Evaluation 

Faceted browsing is a popular technique in the Semantic Web community, since faceted browsers provide 

a convenient, user-friendly way of navigating through a wide range of data collections [50]. For the quali-

tative evaluation of LINDASearch, we selected a set of features typically present in faceted Web brows-

ers. These features are classified and briefly described below: 

1. Visual user interface 

o Friendly Interface (FI): This type of visual interface is friendlier to non-experienced 

users than command-line interfaces, which require formal query expressions. 

o Customization (CU): This means that users can customize their operations. For in-

stance, since menus are simply data collections, users can employ collection manage-

ment tools to add operations and rearrange or create menus as they wish. 

o Language Filtering (LF): This function allows the user to choose a preferred display 

language, although English is usually chosen by default. 

2. Search and navigation [40] 

o Parametric Search (PS): It is an interface for faceted content allowing users to query 

by specifying constraints on facet values. Basically, this type of interface requires the 



 

user to express a piece of information needed as a query in one shot, making selections 

across all facets of interest. 

o Faceted Navigation (FN): It allows the user to progressively elaborate a query, seeing 

the effect of each choice in one facet on the available choices in other facets. Faceted 

navigation fills in the missing piece with results from the parametric search. 

o Discovering Links (DL): It facilitates the exploration and collection of additional in-

formation through other datasets aby using a property (predicate), such as owl: sameAs, 

rdf: type, skos:exactMatch, foaf:based_near. It basically allows expanding the explora-

tion of the RDF graph to internal and external URIs that belong to other SPARQL entry 

points. 

o Navigation History and Recommendations (NHR): It involves the exploitation of 

recorded navigation histories to help users perform searches; it specifically allows users 

to discover past search queries that are frequently associated with their active queries 

and past search queries that are related (i.e., syntactically similar) to their active queries. 

3. Presentation results and geolocation 

o Pagination (PG): It consists of a process that divides the content of results into pages. 

o Maps (MP): This function is available for entities having location information; a map 

is shown with its coordinates. There are some geolocation systems such as Google 

Maps, GeoNames and OpenStreetMap that can be used for the map display. 

o Export Results (ER): It consists in exporting the results obtained in additional formats, 

such as a spreadsheet, JSON, XML, RDF, N3, and JavaScript, among others. 

Several works in the literature, which were also described in the State of the Art, have used these se-

lected features. Among these faceted browsers we find the SWGET portal [17], SWOWS [19], Linked 

Open Graph (LOG) [21], LD Viewer [34], Linked Data Query Wizard [35], Discovery Hub [51], and 

Facete [29]. 

5.1.1 Qualitative evaluation design 

This section describes the main features of LINDASearch as a faceted browser to conduct its qualitative 

evaluation. The evaluation consisted of three stages, and we asked for the assistance of experts in Web 

design, Semantic Web (Linked Data), and software engineering to perform it. Similarly, the stages com-

prised in the evaluation of LINDASearch were: 1) Identify the essential features of faceted search; 2) 

Create the weighted matrix according to the selected features and; 3) Classify the most important features 



 

of a faceted search system, specifically for Linked Data; then, validate whether LINDASearch provides 

these features. Additionally, the third step included an exploratory search to complement the assessment. 

For the first stage, we searched and identified the essential features of faceted search in terms of visual 

user interface, search and navigation, and presentation results and geolocations (see section 5.1). Then, 

for the second stage, we employed the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [52]. AHP is defined in [53] as 

the theory of relative measurement of intangible criteria. This approach uses paired comparisons, unlike 

the traditional measurement where some scale is applied to measure any element, and the elements are 

measured one by one, not by comparing them with one another. The AHP is useful for evaluating pro-

cesses [54], selecting technology [55], or selecting product features [56]. In this work, we used AHP to 

both classify the most important features of Faceted Search and validate whether LINDASearch provided 

these features. 

To conduct the AHP-based evaluation, the following activities had to be covered: 1) Select an expert 

panel; 2) Run a pair comparison between features; 3) Normalize values, and 4) Derive conclusions. A 

five-point Likert scale was used to run the comparison, where 1 stood for “equally important”, 2 for 

“slightly important”, 3 meant “more important”, 4 meant “considerably more important,” and 5 meant 

“extremely important.” Three experts, including a Web designer, a Semantic Web (Linked Data) special-

ist, and a software engineer met for this evaluation to generate the pair comparisons matrix as shown in 

Table 2. Table 3 shows the percentages calculated for the feature values once normalized. 

Table 2. Essential Features for Faceted Browsers 

FEATURE/VALUE FI CU LF PS FN DL NH PG MP ER 

FI 1.00 7.00 2.00 0.50 1.00 0.30 3.00 1.00 0.50 2.00 

CU 0.14 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.30 0.50 4.00 2.00 4.00 0.50 

LF 0.50 0.25 1.00 0.50 0.50 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 

PS 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.50 3.00 0.50 1.00 5.00 0.50 

FN 1.00 3.33 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 0.20 3.00 2.00 

DL 3.33 2.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 0.50 2.00 0.33 4.00 

NHR 0.33 0.25 0.50 2.00 0.50 2.00 1.00 0.30 2.00 1.00 

PG 1.00 0.50 0.50 1.00 5.00 0.50 3.33 1.00 0.30 5.00 

MP 2.00 0.25 1.00 0.20 0.33 3.03 0.50 3.33 1.00 3.00 

ER 0.50 2.00 0.20 2.00 0.50 0.25 1.00 0.20 0.33 1.00 

TOTAL 11.81 17.58 14.20 10.53 10.63 12.58 17.83 13.03 17.46 24.00 



 

 

Table 3. Percentages of Most Important Features Values (Normalized) 

FEATURE % FEATURE % 

PG 12.42% CU 11.41% 

FN 11.61% DL 10.39% 

PS 11.59% MP 10.11% 

FI 11.46%   

We compared five well-known Faceted Search browsers with LINDASearch: Gnoss, Elastic lists 

demo, Buzzillions, Forrester Research, and Air New Zealand. According to our panel of experts, the se-

lected faceted browsers do possess the essential features of a faceted browser. For instance, Gnoss uses 

semantic Web technologies and standards to structure and link all types of content among themselves and 

with other Linked Open Data (Linked Data). Similarly, Elastic lists demo is a demonstration of the elastic 

list principle [57] to browse multi-faceted data structures. On the other hand, Buzzillions is a product-

review site that uses social tag-based facets in its navigation; it allows customers to refine results based 

on tags grouped as “Pros” or “Cons.” Forrester Research is similar to Buzzillions, but it focuses on busi-

ness and technology research. It allows users to narrow their search by region, industry, and topic. How-

ever, in this faceted browser the values of each facet are not shown; visitors instead must open the facet 

category first to access them. Air New Zealand consists of an animated map that facilitates purchasing 

flight tickets by using facets. 

The aim of evaluating the faceted browsers was to demonstrate that LINDASearch possesses the es-

sential features of a Linked-Data-based Faceted Search system (see Table 3). More specifically, we only 

conducted this assessment to quantify the quality of our proposed design, and comparisons made with 

other Faceted Browsers were merely performed to demonstrate LINDASearch benefits. 

1) Friendly Interface: LINDASearch provides a friendly, intuitive visual interface, even for the 

most unexperienced user (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the Search Element 

2) Parametric Search: With this functionality, users can query information specifying constraints 

to obtain the values that they want to obtain. These constraints can be provided through some in-

put component, e.g. combo box, list box, text box, or even a facet (or set of facets) that permits 

gathering more information related to the user’s search. This is depicted in Fig. 3. 



 

3) Faceted Navigation: This navigation type complements the parametric search. Once the para-

metric search is performed, the user can progressively collect information by using options pro-

vided by the facets, which are shown in the section of Additional Information (see Fig. 4). 

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the search and faceted navigation elements 

4) Discovering Links (DL): With LINDASearch, the ability to discover links and navigate within 

the LOD cloud to obtain additional information related the search is performed by the implemen-

tation of Silk Framework [45]. LINDASearch provides the Parametric search through the text 

box, combo box, and radio button components. Furthermore, the faceted navigation is provided 

by links (and discovered links) that allow the user to collect and navigate through information 

related to his/her search. This is depicted in Fig. 4. 

5) Pagination: LINDASearch organizes the results in 30 rows by page. The aim of this organiza-

tion is to display the content on multiple pages. The pagination buttons are located at the top and 

bottom of the results section (see Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the pagination, maps and export results elements 

6) Maps: when necessary, LINDASearch shows a Map within the Additional information section 

as part of the results obtained. This is depicted in Fig. 5. 

7) Export the Results: LINDASearch allows users to export the results in XML and RDF formats. 

5.1.2 Qualitative evaluation results 

Table 4 shows the compared elements contained in some of the commercial faceted Web browsers previ-

ously described. For practical purposes, only the features selected as the most important for the qualita-

tive evaluation (see Table 3) are shown in Table 4. As can be observed, LINDASearch and the compared 

faceted browsers contain these features. In detail, the Links Discoverer function is not present in all facet-

ed browsers, since most of them only allow users to perform searches within a dataset and do not permit 

unifying multiple datasets to explore and obtain more information. Also, only LINDASearch allows for 

exporting results, namely in XML and RDF formats. Finally, we found that the Navigation History and 

Recommendations function is partially available for Buzillons, whereas the Language Filtering is only 

present in Gnoss. None of the faceted browsers allows for interface customization. 

 

 

Table 4. Comparison of LINDASearch with other Faceted Web Browsers 

                     Faceted Web Gnoss Elastic Buzillions Forrester Air LINDASearch 



 

Browser 

Features 

lists  Research New 

Zealand 

Friendly Interface 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Parametric Search 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Faceted Navigation 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Discovering Links 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Pagination 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Maps 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Export Results 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation 

Information available in the LOD cloud can be exploited by the discovery of information relevant to user 

searches through LINDASearch. Hence, the quantitative evaluation presented in this section focused on 

the Links Discoverer module of LINDASearch, and it was performed following three steps: 1) Define 

links discovery experiments with and without the Levenshtein [58] and a stoplist (empty words); 2) Exe-

cute defined experiments using the Links Discoverer module; and 3) Perform an analysis of discovered 

links by applying precision and recall metrics. 

5.2.1 Quantitative evaluation design 

To map the search parameters to DBpedia, we used the keywords “Godzilla vs. the Sea Monster”. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the procedure to map the keywords was as follows: 1) Generate a list of common 

stop words and abbreviations in English, including: the, do, by, and, at, Ent. (Entertainment), VS (versus), 

Inc. (Incorporated), Ltd. (Limited), and Co. (Company)”, to mention but a few; 2) Use the Levenshtein 

distance (minimum number of single-character changes) to transform one string of characters into anoth-

er. The editing operations to perform these transformations are insertions, deletions, or substitutions; and 

3) In the Links Discoverer module, select the property owl:sameAs applied to keywords “Godzilla vs. the 

Sea Monster.” Then, the module internally generates tokens “Godzilla,” “Sea,” and “Monster,” which are 

sent to DBpedia’s SPARQL endpoint (dbpedia.org), as shown in Fig. 6 and detailed in Table 5. 

When the Levenshtein distance value was 0 and no stop words were added, it meant that synonyms 

were not used for the keywords. That is, only the complete keywords were used in experiments 1 and 3. 

Also, note that in addition to owl:sameAs, other LINDASearch properties can be used, such as 

rdfs:seeAlso, dct:publisher, foaf:knows, and dct:source, among others, yet we selected owl:sameAs be-



 

cause this property is useful for constructing relations between a word or phrases and a representative 

name of some entity. Moreover, owl:sameAs allows for searching information, it interlinks datasets [59], 

[60], preprocesses data for data mining, and makes the links discovery in the LOD cloud [61], [62]. How-

ever, in owl:sameAs, sometimes two entities are considered the same, but this is not applicable to all con-

texts [61], [63]. Furthermore, we assigned values 0 and 1 to the Levenshtein distance, since a distance 

greater than 1 decreases the possibility of discovering significant links. More specifically, as the changes 

for transforming one string of characters into another increase, we are more likely to obtain ambiguous 

links. 

The LINDASearch Links Discoverer module shows the user the significant discovered links and the 

tokens. To achieve this, the module sums the highest values obtained for the key words and the tokens. 

Because LINDASearch does not know whether the user is interested in additional information related to 

the search, if the keyword is only a set of characters, the Links Discoverer module shows the links dis-

covered. In addition, if the search includes several keywords, the Links Discoverer module divides the 

keywords into tokens, and for each token, it tries to find related links, yet such discovered links may not 

be directly related to the original search. In this evaluation, tokens “Sea” and “Monster” may not be relat-

ed to the movie “Godzilla vs. the Sea Monster,” but token “Godzilla” surely does (see Fig. 6). 

In this quantitative evaluation, the total number of links discovered by the Links Discoverer module 

was 216, whereas the number of discovered links directly related to the keywords was 80. This number 

resulted from adding the highest values for each keyword (token). However, after analyzing these links 

we removed those corresponding to token “Sea”, because this keyword was the least relevant to the 

search. In the end, 64 discovered links were relevant to “Godzilla vs the Sea Monster.” 

Fig. 6. Screenshots of the obtained results from LINDASearch Links discoverer module  

Table 5. Experiments for discovering links in LOD cloud 

Keywords No. Experiment Levenshtein Distance Stop words Discovered Links 

1 

Godzilla vs. 

the Sea 

Monster 

1 0 No 4 

2 0 Yes 19 

3 1 No 9 

4 1 Yes 12 

2 Godzilla 

1 0 No 16 

2 0 Yes 31 

3 1 No 15 



 

4 1 Yes 21 

3 Sea 

1 0 No 16 

2 0 Yes 9 

3 1 No 15 

4 1 Yes 11 

4 Monster 

1 0 No 5 

2 0 Yes 14 

3 1 No 7 

4 1 Yes 12 

 Total of discovered Links 216 

 Number of links discovered with information related to the search keywords 80 

 Number of relevant Links 64 

 

5.2.2 Quantitative evaluation results 

According to results shown in Table 5, a simple strings comparison (experiments 1 and 3) provided few 

discovered links for keywords 1, 2, and 4, whereas keyword 3 – a short word – reported the largest num-

ber of links discovered in experiment 1. These results revealed that when the stop words list was added 

(experiments 2 and 4), the number of discovered links increased with not too short keywords. For exam-

ple, the largest number of discovered links were obtained with keyword 1 “Godzilla vs. the Sea Monster.” 

In addition, experiments with value 0 in the Levenshtein distance did not require changes to transform the 

keywords into their analogues with the filtered stop words, whereas experiments with value 1 in the Le-

venshtein distance did require to change one character to do the transformation.  

Results from the links discovery experiments allowed us to estimate the number of discovered links 

relevant to the keyword and its tokens (see Table 5). However, we also performed a complementary vali-

dation to set precision percentages in the discovered links to identify which links truly contained infor-

mation related to the search. For this validation stage, we adopted precision and recall metrics [64]. Preci-

sion refers to the proportion of retrieved cases that are classified as relevant. We obtained this score by 

dividing the number of links relevant to the search by the total number of discovered links. On the other 

hand, recall refers to the proportion of relevant cases retrieved. We obtained this score by dividing the 

number of links relevant to the search by the total number of discovered links (see Table 6). 



 

Table 6. Quantitative evaluation results 

Precision 0.80 

Recall 0.29 

 

When precision and recall metrics are applied, the ideal result is one in which both metrics have a high 

value (i.e., a value very close to 1). In simple terms, high precision means that an algorithm returns sub-

stantially more relevant than irrelevant results, while high sensitivity means that an algorithm returns 

most of the relevant results. In this sense, results shown in Table 6 indicate that of 216 links discovered 

by the Links Discoverer module, 80 were related to the search (i.e., “Godzilla vs. the Sea Monster,” to-

kens included), with a relatively high Precision of 80% but with a low Recall of 20%. This means that on-

ly 64 links discovered within DBpedia contained information substantially relevant and related to the 

keywords. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In recent years, the Web evolution allowed Linked Data principles and practices to be adopted by an in-

creasing number of data providers, which lead to the creation of a global data space on the Web. This 

Web evolution also brought new changes in the way data is accessed and utilized; and Web APIs have 

shown its impact on the creation of content from different Web of data sources. In addition, applications 

can operate on top of an unbounded set of data sources, via standardized access mechanisms through 

Linked Data. In this sense, tools and applications that help localize and search for specific information in-

to Linked Datasets are of great importance to find and acquire relevant Semantically information to user. 

This work presented LINDASearch, a system for semantic search, faceted navigation, data unification, 

discovering, and generation of search recommendation over information contained in the Open Linked 

datasets available in the Web of data. Hence, LINDASearch is an alternative focused to solve several lim-

itations as: 1) limited searches to datasets of a single domain; 2) lack of faceted navigation and data unifi-

cation from datasets of multiple domain; 3) lack of capacity to scale up the obtained results; 4) limitations 

to optimize the time of search information, to mention but a few. Also, this research involves the man-

agement, reuse, and development issues of new Linked Data applications with multiple data sets. In addi-

tion, the paper includes information on Linked Data, Linked Open Datasets, and a comprehensive State of 

the Art that presents several initiatives related to LINDASearch (including some commercial faceted 

browsers). Moreover, this article describes LINDASearch’s architecture, and the proposed architecture 

contributes to the foundations for querying multiple datasets in order to provide a simple form of integrat-



 

ing multiple data sources of the Linked Open Data (public available data). Therefore, LINDASearch per-

mits querying and navigating multiple datasets, as well as reducing time in the development of new 

Linked Data appli-cations. Finally, for the evaluation of LINDASearch, we followed a hybrid method 

consisting of an AHP-based qualitative evaluation to compare LINDASearch with other faceted browsers, 

and a quantitative evaluation based on precision and recall metrics to obtain the effectivity percentage for 

the discovery of links in the LOD cloud using the LINDASearch Links Discoverer module. As future 

work, it would be suitable to integrate additional modules to complement and improve the functionalities 

of LINDASearch. Among the functionalities to be incorporated are: 1) New datasets to cater for more 

parametric searches and navigate with facets through their data using more properties to facilitate the col-

lection of additional information; 2) A customizable interface to provides users a friendlier and more vis-

ual interface; 3) A language switcher, although English is the language considered by default to provide 

users with the ability to search information in other languages; 4) The export of the results in more for-

mats, such as N3 (N-Triples), JSON, and JavaScript; and 5) NLP (Natural Processing Language) support 

and multimodality to develop a LINDASearch mobile version. 
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